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garritan personal orchestra v5 includes virtual instruments for woodwinds, brass,
strings, keyboards, and percussion. the possibilities are endless. the orchestral
sounds of gpo 5 were recorded by the internationally acclaimed musicians of the
garritan personal orchestra, using custom-built hardware to achieve stunning
realism. garritan personal orchestra v5is a virtual instrument that features an
extensive library of instruments and articulations, including piano, organ, harp,
vibraphone, synthesizer, guitar, marimba, xylophone, and more. it offers instruments
from every key, and includes real-time velocity-sensitive articulations. garritan
personal orchestra v5is full virtual orchestra.version 5 is a major new update, now
with more than 500 instruments to choose from. also included are a wide variety of
instrument-specific articulations and techniques, performance spaces and reverbs,
and instrument body resonances, all engineered to provide incredible realism and
authenticity to your music. garritan personal orchestra v5is full virtual orchestra.
version 5 is a major new update, now with more than 500 instruments to choose
from. also included are a wide variety of instrument-specific articulations and
techniques, performance spaces and reverbs, and instrument body resonances, all
engineered to provide incredible realism and authenticity to your music. the result
empowers you to produce truly inspiring symphonic sounds with a much higher level
of realism.garritan personal orchestra democratized the creation of orchestral music
by making a comprehensive collection of virtual orchestral instruments both
accessible and affordable.
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In terms of function, what youll get with this package is a huge number of channels
of live orchestral sound recorded at an all-new, state-of-the-art recording facility.

Weve assembled the most talented musicians to play the most complex and
demanding orchestral music from a wide variety of cultural traditions. They are

playing difficult scores for large instrument forces recorded with great attention to
detail and polished sound. Garritan Personal Orchestra 5 provides a set of ensembles
and vocalists so that you can record your own orchestral scores easily. All of the in-
program ensembles and soloists are available individually, so you can easily hear

what they sound like and hear how they differ from each other. If youre new to using
live orchestral sound, youll find that the process of selecting your pieces and

choosing your musicians is very simple. Garritan Personal Orchestra series is the
next generation virtual orchestra. It gives you a complete set of virtual orchestra
instruments to create beautiful symphonic music in any style, easily without the
need for any special equipment. Garritan Personal Orchestra is a next generation

virtual orchestra, bringing you a set of virtual orchestral instruments in one
affordable package. Contains over 500 instruments to choose from, plus a large
selection of articulations, microtonal mode, key-switching techniques and other

special enhancements. Garritan Personal Orchestra 5 is a next generation virtual
orchestra. It brings you a set of virtual orchestral instruments in one affordable
package. This series includes over 500 instruments to choose from, plus a large
selection of articulations, microtonal mode, key-switching techniques and other

special enhancements. 5ec8ef588b
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